Researchers at every stage of their scientific careers encounter unknown topics and concepts and require background and contextual knowledge to progress. But finding one’s path through a literature search to find these answers can be overwhelming. On the way from hypothesis to discovery, a researcher can easily be caught up in the morass of siloed information, untrusted sources, and site hopping just to explore a single unknown idea or topic.

Imagine if there was a straight path to the answers researchers needed built right within their research workflow.

The Power of ScienceDirect Topics
ScienceDirect Topics is a research enhancement that brings the path of discovery to your researchers. It offers tens of thousands of free topic pages, each containing a wealth of key contextual knowledge taken from reference books. The pages are hyperlinked from key terms within journal articles to create a seamless and convenient experience surfacing answers at the point of need. ScienceDirect Topics are also accessible via search engines, increasing the discoverability of this essential reference content.

ScienceDirect Topics takes research to the next level by:

- Providing authoritative introductory overviews to help researchers understand and interpret scientific literature
- Expediting research while increasing the depth of exploration
- Enabling quick onboarding to novel subject areas during interdisciplinary research
- Offering an easy resource for students learning a new concept or understanding a journal article
- Pulling content from a range of book sources to connect the dots between ideas, facilitating cognitive leaps to move discoveries forward

Whether accessed while reading an article or searching the web, ScienceDirect Topics helps researchers leverage key information within their natural workflows.
Simplifying the Research Workflow

Accessed via online search and hyperlinks in journal articles, topic pages guide patrons to relevant book content and topics.

Ensuring You Have the Best Content

Linking content through topic pages improves the ROI of the journal and book content you already use. The increased discoverability of books, improved context for journals and frequent links to topics outside users’ direct fields of expertise mean that your users can better find and understand the information they need and discover more resources and deeper insights than ever before.

What will your patrons discover?

For more information, visit us online at elsevier.com/sciencedirecttopics.
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